
High-performance plastic multi pumps
Optimised efficiency and maximum stability 
even with aggressive media



With the new models Normblock Multi 80/200 and BADU Block Multi 80/200, 

SPECK extends its range of innovative completely plastic pumps for the public 

swimming pool sector and closes the gap between the two successful models 

65/250 and 100/250. 

The completely plastic concept of SPECK sets standards in the public swimming 

pool sector and adds new, innovative possibilities to the cast iron and bronze 

pumps used up to now.

NORMBLOCK MULTI 80/200 & 
BADU BLOCK MULTI 80/200



Made of high-performance plastic, the 80/200 models combine the well-proven technology of the Multi series with this 

corrosion-resistant material, thus significantly extending the service life of the pumps. 

The new models help to protect swimming pools from rust ingress on the pump side – even after the pump hasn’t been running 

for a long time. This is because the completely plastic pump designs are not only corrosion-resistant and already running successfully 

in brine water circuits with 18% salinity, they also offer significant weight and cost advantages.

DURABLE

The corrosion resistance adds another positive effect for more efficiency of the pump: Since the 

surface does not change even over years, the performance remains constant over the service life, 

making it efficient and cost-saving.

EFFICIENT

The 80/200 models are designed as a multifunctional modular system. 

It offers multiple combination options so that a total of 7 new models can be created with 

different standard flanges and the 80/200 models can also be configured for the US market. 

This makes it easy to replace old cast-iron or bronze pumps, as the 80/200 models can  

be individually configured for the various connections and connection dimensions.  

Thanks to a new, innovative adapter solution, the BADU Block Multi series can also 

be flexibly adapted to existing pipelines.

MODULAR
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